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GLOSSARY 
A Length of coupler of a four-bar mechanism* 
B Length of follower of a four-bar mechanism. 
C Length of fixed link of a four-bar mechanism. 
K Constant. 
m Imaginary link connecting pin joints 1A and BCtt 
q N/ 1 + B
2 + C 2 - A2 
RCl Crank range corresponding to follower travel from the right to 
the left extreme positions. 
RC2 Crank range corresponding to follower travel from the left to the 
right extreme positions. 
RF Range of follower. 
X*. Normalized displacement of crank. 
Y^ Normalized displacement of follower. 
©< Clockwise angular displacement of crank measured from left end of 
X-axis. 
^-L Clockwise angular displacement of crank corresponding to the right-
most position of the follower. 
^ 2 Clockwise angular displacement of crank corresponding to the left-
most position of the follower. 
(S Clockwise angular displacement of follower measured from left end 
of X-axis. 
&± Rightmost clockwise angular displacement of follower,, 
j& 2 Leftmost clockwise angular displacement of follower. 
C02 Angular velocity of crank. 
(x) Angular velocity of follower. 
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SUMMARY 
One of the methods for synthesizing four-bar mechanisms is the 
"curve and trace" matching method, by which the designer matches his 
required function trace against the catalogued trace curves of known 
mechanisms» The purpose of this investigation was to determine analyt-
ically the significance of the slope of trace curves, and to formulate 
a method for the solution of the point of inflection of these curves. 
The catalogue of trace curves investigated concerns four-bar 
crank-and-rocker mechanisms- The present investigation was dictated 
by the need of further understanding of the trace curves to facilitate 
the designer in synthesizing mechanisms of this type., 
The investigation revealed that the slope of the trace curve is 
directly proportional to the angular velocity of the follower, and the 
concavity of the curve is an indication of acceleration or deceleration 
of the follower. Specifically, a curve which is concave upward indi-
cates acceleration, and a curve which is concave downward indicates 
deceleration* 
The point of inflection of the trace curves, which indicates 
the condition of zero acceleration and maximum velocity of the follower, 
was established by the iteration method using an IBM 650 computer* An 
exact analytical solution was not possible because the second derivative 
of the trace curve equation was a transcendental equation which did not 
lend itself to simplification. It was also shown that the point of 
viii 
inflection did not coincide with the intersection of the trace curve and 
the diagonal reference line of the unit square, as it was intuitively 
believed, 
The above computer program was extended to include a positive 
check that the point so determined is indeed the point of zero accelera-
tion* This was accomplished by showing that the same point is the point 
of maximum velocity of the follower 
The determination of the phase location of the mechanism at the 
extreme velocities of the follower is an additional contribution to 
mechanism synthesis, because as far as it is known, an exact solution 
for the phase at which the extreme velocities occur has not been formu-
lated. The computer program allows the determination of the phase angle 
and the value of the extreme velocities to within computer accuracy,, 
In addition, an equation is presented for the determination of 
the angular acceleration of the follower for any phase angle of the 
crank. This equation is applicable to any four-bar mechanism, provided 
that the motion of the crank is constant., 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the methods for synthesizing four-bar mechanisms is known 
as the "curve and trace" matching method,. The designer plots the curve 
of the path desired on a unit square and then compared it against cata-
logued paths of known mechanisms„ 
The present investigation is concerned with the catalogue compiled 
by Johnson (l)* which consists of 146 mechanisms of the crank-and-rocker 
type. The designation "crank-and-rocker" means that the crank rotates 
Figure 1. Crank-and-Rocker Mecha.nism0 
through 360 degrees while the follower can only oscillate,, Figure 1 is 
an illustration of a crank-and-rocker mechanism* 
•Numbers in parentheses refer to items in Bibliography* 
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The motion of the mechanism is represented in a graphic form which 
is known as a trace curve. The trace curve shows the normalized motion 
of the follower corresponding to the crank input, plotted on a unit 
square. Figure 2 is an illustration of a trace curve*, A complete expla-
nation of this method of motion representation is given in Chapter II. A 














0 0U2 0,4 0.6 Oo8 loO 
Input X 
N 
• Constant motion of crank 
• Normalized motion of follower 
Figure 2» Trace Curve, 
As the crank rotates through 360 degrees, the follower will travel 
from one extreme position to the other, and then return to the first 
position. Corresponding to the full range of the follower from one 
extreme to the other, there is a range through which the crank travels <> 
This range is not normally half of the 360 degree full range of the 
3 
crank, although the sum of the two crank ranges, corresponding to one 
full oscillation of the follower, is equal to 360 degrees*, Therefore, 
two trace curves are plotted for each mechanism corresponding to the two 
ranges of the crank* 
Considering one of the crank ranges, normalized plotting on a unit 
square means that each point on the curve represents the per cent of the 
total travel of the crank through that range versus the corresponding per 
cent of total travel of the follower*, The straight diagonal line on the 
unit square represents the constant motion of the cranko Throughout this 
paper, the plotted normalized motion of the follower will be referred to 
as a trace curve. 
The problems to be investigated are the significance of the slope 
of the trace curve and the location of the point of inflection on this 
curve* Johnson has logically assumed that the concavity of the trace 
curve indicates acceleration when it is concave upward and deceleration 
when it is concave downward* It has also been suggested that the point 
of inflection of the curve coincides with the intersection of the trace 
curve and the diagonal reference line* Formal proof of either assumption 
has not been attempted, and it is very important to the designer that he 
has a better understanding of the significance of the trace curveQ 
The significance of the slope of trace curves has not been previ-
ously investigated as far as it is known,, Therefore, there exists no 
background information* As it will be shown later, the slope of the 
trace curve is directly proportional to the angular velocity of the fol-
lower* Therefore, Johnson*s assumption about the concavity of the curve 
is correct. 
4 
Since the rate of change of the slope is an indication of accel-
eration, then the point of inflection can be established by determining 
either the position at which the follower acceleration is zero or the 
position at which the follower velocity is maximum* 
A review of the existing literature disclosed only one paper on 
the determination of extreme velocities written by Freudenstein (2). 
Dr« Freudenstein proved that at the position of extreme velocity of the 
follower, the collineation axis is perpendicular to the connecting linko 
Therefore, if an extreme velocity were desired, a mechanism could be 
graphically, not analytically, synthesizeda He also developed a method 
by which the value of the extreme velocity ratio of a known mechanism 
can be obtained., This method depends on the solution of a sixth order 
equation, and only the value of the extreme velocity is obtained, but 
not the position at which it occurs» 
The phase angle at which the maximum velocity occurs is of primary 
importance in solving for the point of inflection of the trace curve* 
Therefore, a method will be formulated in this paper for the solution of 
the phase angle at which the acceleration of the follower is zero and 
the velocity is maximum. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF TRACE CURVES 
For the complete understanding of the present investigation, it 
is necessary to summarize part of Johnson*s wo.rk« This chapter will 
present the main points of his investigation, together with the equations 
he derivedo Proof of the equations will not be given, but they have been 
verified by the writer. 
Figure 3 shows a crank-and-rocker mechanism at the two extreme 
positions of the follower*,* Angle Pj_ designates the extreme right 
Figure 3. Crank-and-Rocker Mechanism 
at Extreme Positions., 
*The crank is always assumed to be equal to unity* 
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position of the follower, and angle 0(± the corresponding position of 
the crank. Angle P 2 designates the extreme left position of the fol-
lower, and angle (X the corresponding position of the crank. RC1 
designates the crank range corresponding to follower travel from the 
right to the left extreme positions, and RC2 designates the crank 
range corresponding to follower travel from the left to the right extreme 
positions. RF designates the follower range* Therefore: 
RC\ = cxa - «, 
RC2= 2TT-RCI 
RF = B , - ^ 
The following equations were established for the solution of the 
extreme positions of the follower and for the two crank ranges: 
By the cosine law: 
COS 
N (A + l)%-C*-B* 
-"hotLtir v } 2(A+l)C
V* Jt -~l 
( s (A-I)%e-B' 
cosft,= B ^ c M M * (3) 
r' 2BC 
o o s ^ = — z & i — (4) 
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(A-\)r + C* - B * 
(6) 
fc st "taw 
., \ 4&C-[Bl+Cx- (A + l)1]1 
B* + C*- (A+\ ) * (7) 
a _tltri-'N4B*cMB^c*-(A-0T 
P* - t W B*+C*-(A-0* 
(8) 
The conversion to arctangent was necessary because the IBM 650 computer 
includes a direct subroutine for the solution of angles when in the above 
form. 
Figure 4, showing a crank-and-rocker mechanism at an arbitrary 
position, was used for the development of the general equation of follower 
displacement in terms of crank displacement,, 
The equation for the imaginary link m was obtained by the cosine 
law: 
i ^ * 
Vr\ = 1 + C +2.Gcoso< (9) 
Figure 4„ Crank-and-Rocker Mechanism 
at an Arbitrary Positionu 
The displacement equation of the follower was presented in the following 
two forms: 
- i Sur\c* . ^ - i % H - Z C C O S C X ft _ 4. ~ r ' o w \ <-* , _ 
& ~ t a n G+cos<* * C O S Z m B 
do) 
C-t-cosc* a 1 4ZCcoso< 
(11) 
where: 
1 , a + Bx + C * - A a % - (12) 
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Equation (ll) was again necessary for the solution of & by the IBM 
650. computer„ 
A computer program was written by which the solution of the above 
equations was obtained for 146 crank-and-rocker mechanismso The data for 
the normalized representation of the follower motion were obtained as 
follows: 
The value in radians of crank range RC1 was divided into ten 
h-equal increments» The follower phase angle was obtained by solving 
equation (ll) for angles ^ equal to Oi =®(1, Ot
 = ©< 1 + h, 
Oi= 0< 1 + 2h, ooo, 0 < = W 0 The coordinates for the normalized repre-
•̂  2 
sentation for crank range RC1 were then obtained from: 
Crank input: y — ̂ _^_5l!_ (l3) 
* N > " R C I 
Follower output: V . r.——-—• (14) 
*wi RF 
The data for the normalized representation for crank range RC2 
were similarly obtained, with the exception that range RC2 was sub-
divided into ten equal increments, and the starting value for G< was 
0< . The coordinates for the normalized representation for crank range 
RC2 were obtained as follows: 
Crank input: V ^ — ( 1 5 ) 
Ni RC2. 
Follower output: Y N I - — p c * (l6) 
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Figures 5 and 6 represent a typical normalized motion representation of 
a mechanism as found in Johnson's study. A total of 146 such representa-
tions are included in his work. 
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Figure 5. Trace, Crank 
Range RCl. 
Figure 6. Trace, Crank 
Range RC2. 
| Crank's motion 
A Follower's motion 
G Point of inflection 
The straight diagonal line in the trace square represents the constant 
motion of the crank, and the curved line shows the normalized motion of 
the follower. 
CHAPTER III 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SLOPE . 
Method of Attacku--The significance of the slope of a trace curve will 
be investigated in the following manner: 
The Cartesian equation of the trace curve for each crank range 
will be established in terms of X, and Y„„ The slope of the trace 
curve, (dY-J/CdXj.), will be obtained by differentiating Y„ with 
respect to X^0 The angular displacement of the follower will then be 
differentiated with respect to time, establishing the angular velocity 
equation of the follower,, This equation will be compared with the slope 
equations and conclusions drawn0 
Crank Range RCl.--From equations (13) and (14) it is seen that the para-
metric equations of the trace curve are: 
v _ o<- c*i v fe»~" ft 
A w - Ret ^N " R F 
where p is a function of 0< as given by equation (l0)» 
Rearranging: 
ex ex, 
X * " RCl RC1 
v -_£•_- iM 
^ " RF RF 
(17) 
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Since the angles ^±> RCl, and RF are constant for any given 




k — & - K4r"RF 
It should be noted that the above constants are positive0 Substituting 
the constants and equation (lO) into equations (17): 
XN = K , « - K 2 (18) 
NCN = K 3 - K < tan — • + cos C+coscx ^B\|l+Cx+^Cco50c . 
19) 
Equations (18) and (19) are the parametric equations of the RCl trace 
curve with the variable ©< being the parameter From equation (18): 
_ Xs + Kz 
K, 
(20) 
The Cartesian equation of the RCl trace curve is: 
YN = Kj-v^. 4-
+ C05 
^ZCcos (*« + **) 
I B N j U C ^ l C c o s f a ^ x ) , 
\ K& / 
(21) 
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The slope of the trace curve is obtained by differentiating YN with 
respect to Xj.. The differentiation and simplification steps are shown 
in the Appendix, beginning on page 27. The final form of the slope 






v»Aj 4AV-(m l + A1- &T 
(22) 
Crank Range RC2.—From equations (15) and (16), the parametric equations 
of the trace curve are: 
v „ cx-c*?, 
N " RCZ Y . - ^ H RF 
where again ^ is a function of 0< as defined by equation (lO) 
Rearranging: 
x = ex C* 2. N RC2 RCZ 
VK-









e" RC2 K7= RF 
-A 
'8- RF 
It is again noted that the above constants are positive. Substituting 
the constants into equations (23): 
X^ = KsO<-\< 6 
v N = - K»-K,f(«) 
(24) 
The Cartesian equation of the RC2 trace curve is: 
YM = - 4 K % - K T tan 
- t *lv\ (
 x*^Kfe) 




^ C c o * ( ^ * » ) 
2B\ KCSlCcosf x^^) . 
Equation (25) is similar to equation (2l) with the exception of the sign. 
Then, based on equation (22), and by observing the correct substitution 
of constants and reversal of sign, the equation for the slope of the trace 
curve for crank range RC2 is: 
15 
4-
\ + C cos o< 
YY\ + (26) 
Cst\ncx(mT' 4 As - B J 
m * \ 4*Vf- (m + A
x-Bx)x 
Angular Velocity Equation.--Equation (10), which is the angular displace-
ment equation of the follower in terms of angular displacement of the crank, 
is repeated below: 
p=.Ian r cos 
1 c + COSCX 2v^B 
It should be noted that the angles 0< and p (Figure 4) are actually 
the clockwise angular displacements of the crank and follower respectively, 
measured from the horizontal reference line* Differentiation of the dis-
placement equation with respect to time t. will result into the angular 
velocity equation of the follower with respect to the angular velocity 
of the crank* The following notations will be used: 
^Jg = —rr— = Constant = Angular velocity of crank 
oo, ii. - Angular velocity of follower . 
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The differentiation and simplification is shown in the Appendix, begin-
ning on page 32. The final form of the angular velocity equation is shown 
below: 





Comparison of Results.—A comparison of equations (22), (26), and (27) 
reveals the following: 
The bracketed portion of the three equations is identical, and the 
quantities K4 / K±, K?/K5, and t02 are positive constants. Therefore, 
the slope of the trace curves is directly proportional to the angular 
velocity of the follower. 
The above statement justifies Johnson*s assumption that the con-
cavity of the trace curves is an indication of acceleration or decelera-
tion. Because, the derivative of equation (27) with respect to time is 
the angular acceleration of the follower, and by rules of mathematics, the 
sign of the second derivative of a curve is an indication of the type of 
concavity. Therefore, when the trace curve is concave upward, the sign 
of the second derivative must be positive, hence acceleration. Conversely, 
when the trace curve is concave downward, the sign of the second deriva-
tive is negative, hence deceleration. 
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The following explanation is not necessary for the interpretation 
of the significance of the slope, but it will justify the fact that the 
sign of equation (22) is negative. Johnson, in plotting the trace curve 
for range RC1, used as an ordinate the following: 
v - ft'~P 1 N .~ RF 
Conventional sign observation dictates that since the clockwise rotation 
was assumed positive, then counterclockwise rotation will be indicated 
by a negative sign. As the crank rotates clockwise in crank range RCl, 
the follower rotates counterclockwise (Figure 3). Therefore, correct 




which is a negative quantity, since ^ > p „ Therefore, with p 
varying from p to p , the quantity ( p - fi j) will be an increas-
ing quantity in the negative direction. But Johnson was interested pri-
marily in the normalized motion of the follower as it increased from 
zero to one, regardless of whether it is a positive or a negative increase, 
Therefore, he wisely arranged the ordinate equation to indicate for sim-
plicity a positive increase. Then, the negative sign of equation (22) is 
simply an indication of the above sign reversal, and equation (22) is a 
true mathematical representation of the slope of the RCl trace curve* 
CHAPTER IV 
DETERMINATION OF THE POINT OF INFLECTION 
Method of Attack.--The determination of the point of inflection will be 
accomplished as follows: 
Equation (27), the follower angular velocity equation, will be 
differentiated with respect to time, resulting in the follower angular 
acceleration equation. Since it has been established that the concavity 
of the trace curves indicates acceleration or deceleration of the fol-
lower, then the point of the curve, to the left and right of which the 
senses of concavity are opposite, is the point of inflection,, Therefore, 
the follower acceleration is zero at this point. 
The acceleration equation will be set equal to zero and solved 
for the crank phase angle 0(. The solution will be accomplished by the 
use of the IBM 650 computer. The computer program will include routines 
to solve for the follower angle p and the coordinates X, and Y„ 
of the point of inflection. 
To check the validity of the above results, the computer program 
will be extended to include a routine by which it will be shown that the 
point of inflection as found above, is the point at which the angular 
velocity of the follower is maximum. 
The Angular Acceleration Equation,--The angular acceleration equation of 
the follower is obtained by differentiating equation (27) with respect to 
19 
time. The mathematical calculations are cumbersome,, and they are shown 
in the Appendix, beginning on page 35„ The following notation is used: 
-— = — = Anqular acceleration of follower. 




Y*tcos« •+• (A*-B )(rr?cosc*+'2.Csl*fcx') 
j 
•m«(\-£)\ 4/?wf-(/^+mx-gf + (28) 




It should be noted that equation (28), although cumbersome, provides a 
means for the solution of the angular acceleration of the follower at any 
crank phase angle 0<. 
Solution for the Point of Inflection-.--Equation (28) is set equal to zero-! 
4AV-(A 1 +m t .B ' ) sin<* (I - C*)\|4-AV-(A'+ m - B*)' 
+ rr\+cos <* + (A* - B*)(VYT"COSO< •+• eLCs'iY-fctf) 
+ ZCvnVcncx (vn*+A*- B*) (A*- m*+ B*) = O 
Dividing by 4t f m *- (AVvn*-B*) ' 
5Lncx(l-c")\|4AaYr^-(A%yrr-B1)1 + (29) 
+ wf"coscx + (A*- B*)(m*cos« -*-2Csln*cx) + 
2C vn1 sinV (m* -fr A**- B*)(A*- na + B ) __ n 
4/\vnn - ( A 4-vn - B ) 
Attempts to simplify the above transcendental equation, to the extent 
that an exact solution may be possible, failed., Therefore, equation (29) 
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was retained in its present form, and its solution was accomplished by 
an iteration programmed for the IBM 650 computer,, 
The flow chart and the computer program are shown in detail in 
the Appendix, beginning on page 40. A brief explanation follows: 
The program is designed to obtain solutions for as many crank-and-
rocker mechanisms as desired, but for one crank range at a time0 The 
exchange of five IBM card orders converts the program from one crank 
range to the other* 
The initial portion of the program is identical to Johnson's, and 
it solves equations (5) through (8) for the angles 0(,±, OC 2> P i> p s 
RCl, and RC2. The discussion will now pertain to crank range RC10 The 
program solves equation (29) by iteration. The starting value for angle 
CX is the angle (0(1 + O.Ol). The 0.01 radian was added to 0< 1 to 
ensure that the iteration begins beyond the point of zero follower veloc-
ity. Angle 0(, is increased gradually until the sign of equation (29) 
changes. The value of angle 0(, which caused the change of sign, is 
recorded, and it represents the crank phase angle at which the accelera-
tion of the follower is zero. The accuracy of the solution is within 
0.000001 radian. With angle 0< known, the computer solves equation 
(lO) for the follower angle (J, and equations (13) and (14) for the 
normalized coordinates of the point of inflection. 
In order to check the validity of the answers obtained, the com-
puter program is extended to solve the velocity equation of the follower, 
equation (27). Three values of the angle 0( are used in this solution, 
the angle corresponding to the inflection point as found above, and two 
angles 0.001 radian on either side of the above angle. 
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Results.--Five mechanisms, selected at random from Johnson's work, were 
used in this investigation. The results are tabulated in the Appendix, 
beginning on page 51, 
Results indicate that the normalized coordinates X, and Y 
of the point of inflection are not equal to each other. Therefore, the 
point of inflection does not occur at the intersection of the trace 
curve and the diagonal reference line0 Figures 5 and 6 represent one of 
the mechanisms investigated (A - 2o0, B = 2o0, C = 2o0), and the 
points of inflection are shown at their correct location* 
Reference is again made to results, page 5i„ The phase angles 
corresponding to the points of inflection, together with the values of 
the maximum velocity for each crank range, are new contributions, as far 
as known, to the solution of extreme velocities and the phases at which 
they occur, The accuracy of these solutions is limited only by the capa-
city of the computer used,, It should be noted that the negative sign of 
the extreme velocities in crank range RC1, signifies counterclockwise 
rotation of the follower. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions,--As a result of the investigation of the trace curves the 
following is concluded: 
The slope of the trace curve is directly proportional to the angu-
lar velocity of the follower., 
The concavity of the trace curve is an indication of angular 
acceleration or deceleration of the follower.. Acceleration is indicated 
when the curve is concave upward, and deceleration is indicated when the 
curve is concave downward. 
The point of inflection of the trace curve, which is the point to 
the left and right of which the senses of concavity are opposite, is not 
located at the point of intersection of the trace curve and the diagonal 
reference line. An exact determination of the point of inflection is not 
possible, but an IBM 650 computer program is provided by which the point 
of inflection can be located to within 0.000001 radian of the crank phase 
angle. 
The IBM 650 program is designed to solve for the extreme veloci-
ties of the follower as well as for the phase angles at which they occur,, 
Due to the excellent accuracy and the speed of the computer, this method 
is very useful in obtaining the above information. 
25 
Recommendations.—It is recommended that the IBM 650 computer program 
presented in this investigation be used to obtain the location of the 
point of inflection, as well as the extreme velocities and the phases 
at which they occur, for all 146 mechanisms catalogued in Johnson's 
work. This information might be useful to a designer, if he were to 
synthesize mechanisms by the trace and deviation methodo The computer 
program is available at the Georgia Institute of Technology. 
A P P E N D I X 
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DIFFERENTIATION OF TRACE CURVE EQUATION 
Equation (2l), which is the Cartesian equation of the RCl trace 
curve is shown below: 
YN= K 3 - K4 
- i "t̂ n \ K i / 
- f COS 
-I 
C + cos 
*£ + 2C cos 
'N + K« + 
>H4° K*2 
Vvt 
ZB\ I+CV ec co5(
Xwy^) 
21) 
The slope of the trace curve will be obtained by differentiating Y„ 
with respect to X., based on the following differentiation formulae: 




JL(COSV)= --=L= ^ 
^i-u* dx 
Differentiating and simplifying the first term of equation (2l): 
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OXM 
- - K . 
\ + 
5iv\ 
7- X N + 
f C 4- cos X " ^ K a ) 
-L cos *»•» " * (c + cos *>* + fa) -I- - L fsm * » + K * )(sin * *^&- ) 
(c •+ Cos X i i + K i \
z 
±*SkY 
S u b s t i t u t i n g : CX = • 
X N + K * 
(c -v coscx)2" + s iv?©< 
cos«x fC-+cos«v) -v slvfcv 
K 4 
"KT 
Ccoso* •* c o s V -* stv?*o< 
C2, 4- 2Ccosc* -v cosx<v -* 5lv\*ex 
From t r igonomet ry : SIY?CX * cos2"** s 
Thus: 
ix j , " K^ 
•t-Ccoscx 
t -\-C +lCcos<X 
From equation (9) : YY\ = \ + C -V2LCCOSCX 
Thus: 
<W«\ _ 
< J * 
i) =_ *± 
nA *> 
+ C c o s c * 
31) 
The differentiation and simplification of the second term of 
equation (2l) begins on the next page: 




(*•*=«• ^ ^ J 
K 4E ( i+c -teccos V M / 
rVz 
(-f su^Hi.e^cccs^ . { ^ ^ ( ^ c ^ ) (-%™*ff») 
4Bx(l+C?+2Ccos-*l^) 
<JYM \_ K+ 
<JX« 
2 B N I + C*+2C COS°< 
Ki ^45* ( l+C*+ZC cos«) - (e£+2Ccoscv)' 
B ( - Z C S L V ^ ) 
^2Csuv\o<)eB\|l+Ca+2CcoscK -(<fr 4ZCcoscx) v l ^ r ^ f c 
cos<* 




" K, .Nl^VM^vZCcoso^ 
- 4 B C vr\ ^lv\o< t ZCfcslv\<v(





J V N \ K± 
JXN4 * i 
ZCm ŝlv̂ ô  - Cs'mcy (c^ + 2G cos<v) 
YY\a-\|4Btm'1- - (<** *2Ccos©<)* 
CsLvgcy (2.YV?' - ^ z - 2 C c o s o f ) 
. m7'\j4.BxYY\l-(c^ ^aCcoscv) : 
From equation (12): «V •* = l + B ^ + C
1 - ^ 
^ -
iWi 
i<4 CsW* (Zwf - l-B^-CVAs* - 2 C c o s ° < ) 
wx* \j 4B l n?- - ( H B ' + C * - A?4ZCcosOf)1 
dX, 
6*N 7, - K, 
Csl.v\« ( Z w f - w ^ - B ^ + A?) 
vn-1 \ | 4B*w\* - ^B*- A*-*"*")* . 
JXNA 
C slvxcx (v*2- -*- A**- B x ) 
K* L m l \ j4Bxm a - (B*- A* *m*): 
(32) 
The radical term of equation (32) will be rewritten as follows; 
4BW-(B 2-A ,+yv^)S4BW-B 4-A 4-v^2BW*2B ,tf+2AV= 
- 4.ffm*- B4- tf- v^4 +2 B W -v 2B*A* - 2 ^ % 4 tf «**- (wx+ £- &)% 
\|4.BaW\*-(Bx-/vVw\l)x B M A ^ W P - I W V ^ - B 1 ) * (33) 




K| L YK*\| 4/^m*- (w\S^-B*)* 
The slope equation of the trace curve of crank range RCl 
adding equations (3l) and (34): 
I 4 Ccosc^ 
+ 
-V-
C slttCX (yyya4 A ? - B*) 
YY^\ 4A*m x -(w^+A^-B*)" 
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DERIVATION OF ANGULAR VELOCITY EQUATION 
Equation (lO), the angular displacement equation of the follower, 
is repeated below: 
o j . - i SIYNO* -\ cf 4 - I C c o s c v 
p = t*av\ „ , , -V- cos C + coscx ZmB 
(10) 




(C •+• coscv) 
Nota t ion : 
dcx 
CO^ n —: z Constant = Angular velocity of crank 
OX/ 
0X.= d t 
Angular velocity of follower 
. v \ o -̂a. ( Ccos<v + c o s 1 ^ 4 ^uvy^cy) 
^/i ( C + c o s c * ) * •+ slv\xcx 
00. 
_ 002. ( l 4 C CoSCV ) 
' 4 ; — -T. 
00*2 ( l * C c o S c y ) 
Cx + ^Ccoscv+coS I-o<'-vsly?o<'" U C 2 + 2 C c o s c v 
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k) \ (Oa. ( \ •* Ccoscv) 
V, = Yr? 
(35) 






4 w \ l B z 
• 2 C S I » \ D < ^ ( I W \ ^ ) - ( C V % 2 C C O S « V ) 2 B ^ 
4-w?-^2' 
Note: 
^ = A(l+cV2Ccoa«)^J-(K^ 




C O ) i SWCX 
YVn 
Therefore : 
< o 4 = -
-2m B 
\|4wvtEil-(^+2Cooso()t 
-4w\BC(02sW* + « C ^ S U « H ( ^ » 2 C C O S O ( ) 
w \ 
w^B*" 
< * , 
C0x|_2vr?Cslv\c* - Cslv\o((<V
L+2Ccoso<)] 
t ^ \ | 4 ^ B X - ( ^ + 2C coscv) 
ox A - CJÔL C S U O ( ( 2 m
2 - ^ - 2 C c o s o / 
w A j 4 . ^ B"2" - ( V -|- ZC coso<) 
From equation (l2): * . ^-"2. K?-Vsl + B>C4-^' 
ca ^ g)8Csu\o( (Zwfr-l - B ^ - C V A ^ - Z C C Q S C * ) 
c2--^+20 cos*)2" 
\ _ a)g09tv\ < ^ \fc-< - \S -
'* ™*\Uw>lBa--(i+e>*-+ 
Oi i= 
06g C s.lw<x ( Z m * - v r ^ - S a •* A**) 
m * \ 4 v̂
1 B1 - (m* + B 2 - A1)"2, 
Substituting for the radical from Equation (33): 
(A 
\ _ OOa C &IA\ ex (ŵ -*- fr? - B"*) 
*• w\*\|4A*w\*- (wN-tf-B*)1, 
The angular velocity of the follower is obtained by adding equations 
(35) and (36): 
CO. = CO* 
\ 4- C c o s c x 
Y Y ^ 
+ 
wv 
GSIVNQ^YY^ + A ^ - B * ) 
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DERIVATION OF ACCELERATION EQUATION 
Equation (27)., the angular velocity equation of the follower, is 
repeated below: 
4LL=OO ' 4 . - ^ 2 . 
1+Ccow _j_ .Cslv\o<(Yv\a4-^-B*-) 
YYV Y** \ |4A? wf - ( t f+w*-B*) \ 
(27) 
Notation: 
£ E = i ^ * = Angul 
<J't* a t 
ar acceleration of follower 
The derivative of m with respect to time t, is: 
^-^(i+ca+eccos^) = -zc^ucv^ = - z c ^ si^o< 
Differentiating the first term of equation (27) with respect to time t_: 
JtV 
• w f ( - C s l w « ) - ^ -- 0 + C c o s < v ) ^ 
v^4" 
wr^ 
-U02.m xCslv\^ — (l + Cc©sc*)(-ZC<OzS'i/no<) 
YY^" 
dtV * 
CSIY\Q< ( - w ^ - t - 2 - t - Z C c o S c v ) 
Yr , * 
Csl>Y\cv(-l-C , ' -ZCcosty -*2.*2Ccostx) 
VY\' 
Wr"* 
C s l n c x ( \ - C * ) 
YYV 
Differentiating the second term of equation (27)s 
m^ Yv^K>f-(ftvvv?
,-B>V' ^ C w a f j u i 1 ^ 
Wx4- [4- £.*vn* — 
- Cslv\«* (wiN- A * - B z ) - ^ w ^ + A ' w ? - - ( t f+wf- f t * ) 1 
-(A?+vw*-B*)*] 
One term of equat ion (38) i s : 
z\ d<* lYYV 
= UO^Ccos^(v^a + /^-Bx) - Cstncx (zCu)2 SCY>C*) = 
=. W * [Ccos<v (m l + Aa-B*)-2C*SlY?"o<] 
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Another term of equation (38) is: 
L *rP [*£<«?--(A%wf-Bl)j *= ̂  \|4AW-(A*+YY?-B*f -» 
+ *>*-g- ̂^^(A'+yn^Bfj'^^A8--^ - 2 (AW-B 1^] 
= (-ZC tf^swoc^AW- (AVVY^-B1)* + 
(̂-ZC(̂ s'wcv)[2A*-(A%m*-B*)] 
N ^ A W - ^ + wf-B2)* 
_ - SCcÔ sl'Qcx' 
Yt?™x-{x-+*\t-&-y -
4A1YYV1-(AW-B2),' + (40) 
H-VY^A^-Yrf+B1) 
Substituting equations (39) and (40) into equation (38): 
60, £2) 




4AV- - (A% mz-B*)* + mx (A2- vn*+B2) 
2. rrT1 
^ TTT \ W-kAW-fAVv^-B2-^ fccoscx (YV»*+ A1- BX) - ZC* sun1ex" 
[ 4 A V - ( A W - B f ] A I 
+ Z G*sln* «(v»x*+A*- B1) |4A\v\x- ( A V W X - B ' ) \ rr?(g-W + B*)] > 
= F ^ -TV- i[4ANnMAN-*«*-B*)1L*Ccos«(m
x+A*-Bm) -
w* [4AW-(A%mVB
l7]A l L JL ; 
- Z C V s l n V +2CWcx (m*-+Ax-Bz)] + 2CVuv\v<x (™ l+A'-^m* (A*-YYI% Ba) 
JV 
T X ) -—7 r ^ ? r \ [4AW-(A%^-B"Y1L4-CCOS^+W'1CCO5O<(A1--B") 
d ^ ^ [4A £ ^ - (A%m*-B f ] V 8 l L V / J L V y 
- £ cVs'uft* + Z ClsU\V m* +1 C%lv\aex (A*- B*) ]+ZCVstoV (w*+ A*- B*) (A*- m
l + B*) 
GO 
00 
<i> 0)\C 4-^f w\* -
d t M " m4[4 A V - ( A V ^ - B ^ ] H 
- (A%m*-B*) J^coscx+fA^B^^coso^ HrZCsWW) 
4- ZCvr^ sltftx (Y^-V A1-B2) (A?-vr^+ B*) t 
•¥ 
The angular acceleration of the follower is obtained by adding e 
(37) and (4l): 
&—r-2^ *J\***-
- (A'+wf-B^JsLv,* (l-C1) \ | 4 A T y ^ - ( ^ + m t - B ^ + 
+w4cos <x + ( A N B*) (mxco s <v + 2. C s In* « ) ] + 
+ 2Cm4slrfex (mL+ A"1- B l)(A1- *n l4 B*) > 
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FLOW CHART FOR IBM 650 PROGRAM 




Rn l urtiN 
TO 
PP 1 4\ 
> ' * 
V I F (+) ' 1 
PP 1 (X = 
C*t + . 0 1 
« + h 
h = Ocl 
RETURN 
TO PP 13 
3 TIMES 
> f 
> k IF ( - ) 
\ 
READ IN: 




C X - h 
<: 
CX+ OoOOl 





P i ' ?2 
( h ) ( 0 . l ) 
PUNCH 
0>4 
> ' J >v > < A 
PP 3 PUNCH 
A, B, C 
RETURN 




I J < \ f > < 
COMPUTE 
< * 8 
PP 9 
COMPUTE 
PP 13 -«= 
} f / 
»k 
> f • t 
PP 5 
COMPUTE PUNCH 
&< and p 
<x'= 
CX - 0 , 0 0 1 





X*, - V.. 
PUNCH 
X*, - V.. AN > *N AN > *M 
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THE IBM 650 COMPUTER PROGRAM 
Crank Range RCl.--The following computer orders pertain to crank range 
RC1: 
+ 9 800 001 000 PP 1 
+ 7 000 500 502 Read in A, B, C 
- 1 500 901 000 000: A - 1 
+ 2 000 000 570 570: ( A - l ) 2 
+ 2 501 501 571 571: B2 
+ 2 502 502 572 572: C2 
+ 1 500 901 000 000: A + 1 
+ 2 000 000 573 573: (A + l ) 2 
+ 2 572 405 574 574: 4C2 
+ 2 574 573 575 575: 4C2(A + l ) 2 
+ 1 572 573 000 000: ( A + l ) 2 + C2 
-. 1 000 571 576 576: ( A + l ) 2 + C2 - B2 
+ 2 576 576 000 000: [ ( A + l ) 2 + C2 - B 2 ] 2 
- 1 575 000 000 000: 4 C 2 ( A + l ) 2 - [ ( A + l ) 2 + C2 - B 2 ] 2 
+ 0 300 000 000 000: N / 4 C 2 ( A + 1 ) 2 - [(A + l ) 2 + C2 - B 2 ] 2 
+ 3 000 576 577 577: tan (TV - ^ i ) 
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+ 8 700 577 002 If not negative, go to PP 2 
+ 0 305 577 000 000: (TT - &> ±) 
- 2 000 901 520 
+ 8 000 000 003 
+ 9 800 002 000 
520: 
Transfer to PP 3 
PP 2 
+ 0 305 577 000 000; (TT - &±) 
1 403 000 520 
+ 9 800 003 000 
+ 2 574 570 610 
+ 1 570 572 000 
- 1 000 571 578 
+ 2 578 578 000 
-< 1 610 000 000 
+ 0 300 000 000 
520 s 0(± 
PP 3 
610: 4C2(A - l ) 2 
000: (A - l ) 2 + C 2 
578: (A - l ) 2 + C 2 - B 2 
000: [(A - l ) 2 + C 2 - B 2 ] 2 
000: 4C2(A - l ) 2 - [(A - l ) 2 + C 2 
000: ^4C 2(A - l ) 2 - [(A - l ) 2 + C 2 
>2i2 
- Ba] 2^2 
+ 3 000 578 579 579: tan (2TT - & 0 
+ 8 700 579 004 If not negative, go to PP 4 
+ 0 305 579 000 
- 1 403 000 521 
+ 8 000 000 005 
+ 9 800 004 000 
000: (2TT - <*2) 
521: (X2 
Transfer to PP 5 
PP 4 
+ 0 305 579 000 000: ( 2 T T - D O 
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- 1 904 000 521 521: 0(r 
+ 9 800 005 000 
+ 2 574 571 580 
+ 1 571 572 581 
PP 5 
580: 4B2C2 
581: B2 + C2 
- 1 581 573 582 582: B2 + C2 - (A+l)2 
+ 2 582 582 000 000: [B2 + C2 - (A + l)2]2 
- 1 580 000 000 
+ 0 300 000 000 
+ 3 000 582 583 
+ 8 700 583 006 
+ 0 305 583 000 
+ 1 403 000 522 
+ 8 000 000 007 
+ 9 800 006 000 
+ 0 305 583 522 
+ 9 800 007 000 
000: 4B2C2 - [B2 + C2 - (A+l)2]2 
000:\/4B2C2 - [B2 + C2 - (A + l)2]2 
583: tan $ ± 
If not negative, go to PP 6 
000: 
522: P± 




- 1 581 570 584 584: B2 + C2 - (A -l} 2 
+ 2 584 584 000 000: [B2 + C2 - (A-l)2]2 
- .1 580 000 000 
+ 0 300 000 000 
+ 3 000 584 585 
000: 4B2C2 - [B2 + C2 - ( A - l ) 2 ] 2 
000: ^4B 2 C 2 - [B2 + C2 - (A - l ) 2 ] 2 
585: tan $ 2 
+ 8 700 585 008 
+ 0 305 585 000 
+ 1 403 000 523 
+ 8 000 000 009 
+ 9 800 008 000 
+ 0 305 585 523 
+ 9 800 009 000 
- 1 521 520 524 
- 1 904 524 525 
- 1 522 523 526 
+ 7 300 500 502 
+ 7 300 520 523 
+ 7 300 524 526 
+ 2 500 500 586 
+ 2 586 405 587 
- 1 586 571 588 
+ 1 572 901 589 
- 1 901 572 590 
+ 2 902 502 591 
+ 1 571 586 592 
+ 1 520 406 527 
If not negative, go to PP 
000: - p 8 
523: ^ 2 
Transfer to PP 9 
PP 8 
523: £ 2 
PP 9 
524: Oi 2 - 0(± = RC1 
525: 2TT - RC1 = RC2 
526: P ± - P 2 = RF 
Punch A, B, C 
Punch 0(lf 0(2, Yi> ^ 2 
Punch RC1, RC2, RF 
586: A2 
587: 4A2 
588: A2 - B2 
589: 1 + C2 
590: 1 - C2 
591: 2C 
592: A2 + B2 
527s C><1 + OoOl = 0< 
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+ 9 800 010 000 
+ 1 527 900 527 
+ 0 303 527 593 
+ 0 304 527 594 
+ 2 591 594 000 
+ 1 000 589 595 
+ 2 587 595 596 





000: 2 C cosD< 
595.! 1 + C 2 + 20 cosCX = mJ 
596: 4 A 2m 2 
597: A 2 + m2 - B 2 
+ 2 597 597 000 000: (A2 + m 2 - B 2 ) 2 
- 1 596 000 598 
+ 0 300 598 599 
+ 2 590 593 000 
+ 2 000 599 600 
+ 2 594 595 601 
598: 4A2m2 - (A2 + m 2 - B 2 ) 2 
599: ̂ 4 A 2m 2 - (A2 + m2 - B 2 ) 2 
000: (l - C 2)(sinC<) 
600: sinO< (l - C 2^4A 2m 2- (A 2+m 2-B 2) 2 
601: m2 cosO< 
+ 2 595 601 602 602s m 4 cosO^ 
+. 2 593 593 000 000: sin20^ 
+ 2 000 591 603 603: 20 sin2D^ 
+ 1 603 601 000 
+ 2 '000 588 604 
- 1 592 595 000 
000: 20 sin2D< + m2 cosO^ 
604: (A2-B2)(m2 cos 0^ + 20 sin 2^ 
000: A2 + B2 - m2 
+ 2 000 597 000 000: (A2 - m2 + B2)(A2 + m2 - B2) 
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+ 2 000 603 000 
+ 2 000 595 000 
+ 3 000 598 605 
•k 1 600 602 000 
+ 1 000 604 000 
000: 2C s in 2 0<(A 2 - m2 + B2)(A2+ m2 - B2) 
000: 2Cm2sin2D^(A2-m2+ B2)(A2+ m2-B2) 
6 0 5 . 2Cm
2sin2C*(A2-m2+ B2)(A2* m2- B2) 
4A2m2 - (A2 + m2 - B 2 ) 2 
000: (600) + (602) 
000: (600) + (602) + (604) 
+ 1 000 605 000 000: Sum of equation (29), (neg) 
- 2 000 901 606 606: Sum of equation (29), (pos) 
+ 1 527 407 527 527: Oi + Ool 
+ 8 700 606 010 If not negative, go to PP 10 
+ 2 407 902 000 000: (0,1)(2c0) 
- 1 527 000 527 527: -0.1 
+ 2 407 408 407 407: 0.01 
+ 100 007 010 Return to PP 10 seven times 
+ 1 527 409 527 527: Ot (inflection point) 
+ 2 408 901 407 
+ 1 502 594 000 
+ 3 593 000 607 
+ 0 305 607 608 
+ 1 571 595 000 
- 1 000 586 609 
407: Ool 




C + cosO< 
-l sin O^ 
C + cos 
000: B2 + m2 
609: B2 + m2 - A2 
+ 8 700 611 Oil If not negative., go to PP 11 
+ 0 305 611 000 
+ 1 403 000 612 
+ 8 000 000 012 
+ 9 800 Oil 000 
+ 0 305 611 612 
+ 9 800 QI2 000 
¥ + m* - Â  
n™ + "1 V4"A2m2 - (A2+ m2- B 2) 2 
OOOi - tan — r « 5 — ^ — T — >J ' 
612? p, 




+ 1 608 612 528 528s 6 (inflection point) 
+ 7 300 527 528 Punch 
(4a) - 1 527 520 000 
(5a) + 3 000 524 529 
(6a) - 1 522 528 000 
+ 3 000 526 530 
1 529 530 531 
and 
000s (*-<*! 
cr t -o^ 




Pi - 9 
RF 
53is ^ - y 
+ 7 300 529 531 Punch \> V *N 
- 1 527 410 527 527 s 0< « 0/001 = 
+ 9 800 013 000 PP 13 
+ 1 527 900 527 527s W 
+ 0 303 527 613 613s sinCY 
+ 0 304 527 614 614s cos C^ 
+ 2 502 614 615 'IS: c G0S 
+ 1 615 901 >s I + C cosO^ 
+ 2 902 615 000 
+ 1 000 589 617 
+ 3 616 617 618 
+ 1 617 588 619 
000: 2C cosC* 
617: 1 + C2 + 2C cosGr' 
i + c cos e^ 
618: 
m 
619: m2 + A2 - B2 
+ 2 619 613 000 000: sin O^(m2 + A2 - B2) 
+ 2 000 502 620 620: C sinO< (m2 + A2 - B2^ 
+ 2 587 617 621 
+ 2 619 619 000 
- 1 621 000 000 
+ 0 300 000 000 
+ 2 000 617 000 
+ 3 620 000 621 
+ 1 618 621 532 
+ 7 300 532 532 
+ 1 527 410 527 
+ 8 200 003 013 
621: 4A2rn2 
000: (A2 + m2 - B 2 ) 2 
000: 4A2m2 - (A2 + m2 - B 2) 2 
000: <s/4A2m2 - (A2 + m2 - B 2) 2 
000 : m2 ^4A2m2 - (A2 + m2 - B2}2 
621: 
C sin©< (m2 + A2 - B2) 
m1 
2 sj4P?m2 - (A2 + m2 - B^)2 
532: CU^ = ^[equation (27)] 
Punch 
527: CX + 0.001 
Return to PP 13 three times 
+ 8 000 000 001 Return to PP 1 
CONSTANT STORAGE 
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403 1 + 3 141 592 750 403 s 71 
405 2 + 4 000 000 050 405? 4o00 
+ 1 000 000 048 406: 0001 
407 1 + 1 000 000 049 407: 0.1 
408 1 + 1 000 000 049 408 s 0.1 
409 1 + 1 000 000 044 409 s 0 o 000001 
410 1 + 1 000 000 047 410: OoOOl 
0000 START 
500 3 + 2 000 000 050 500: A = 2o0 
+ 2 000 000 050 501: B = 2„0 
+ 2 000 000 050 502: C = 2„0 
500 3 + 2 500 000 050 500: A = 2„5 
+ 3 000 000 050 501: B = 3o0 
+ 2 000 000 050 502: C = 2,0 
500 3 + 3 000 000 050 500: A = 3o0 
+ 3 000 000 050 501: B = 3„0 
+ 2 000 000 050 502: C = 2o0 
500 3 + 3 500 000 050 500 5 A = 305 
+ 2 500 000 050 501: B - 2.5 
+ 4 500 000 050 502: C = 4.5 
500 3 + 3 500 000 050 500: A = 3U5 
+ 4 000 000 050 501s B = 4„0 
+ 2 000 000 050 502j C = 200 
End of RCl Program. 
Crank Range RC2o--To convert the above program to the RC2 crank range? 
replace computer orders (la), (2a), (3a), (4a), (5a), and (6a) 
with the following orders: 
(lb) + 1 521 406 527 527: Qk = 0< 2 + 0o01 
(2b) + 1 000 605 606 606: Sum of equation (29), (pos) 
(3b) No replacement order for (3a) 
(4b) - 1 527 521 000 000: OC - o<2 
C*- ®i2 
(5b) + 3 000 525 529 529; — — = Y 
RC2 N2 
(6b) - 1 528 523 000 000% f£ - B 
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TABULATED RESULTS 

















Point of in: flection data: 
Item CranJ <: range RCl Crank range RC2 
« 3, .2282148 704267745 
e 1, B2302094 lo2302094 
h 0, u3178670 Oc6587429 
YN 0, ,3912739 Oo6087261 
<^4 
at C<- 0.001 - (1. 00221998)U02 (Oo 5054896) OX, 
W4 at 0< (maximum) - (1. D0222028)C52 (0o5054897)U)2 
w* at 0( + 0„001 - (1. = 022 2000 )002 (0o5054896)U>s 
*The number indicates the page in Johnson's thesis on which this 
mechanism appears * 


















t of inflection data 
Item 
Of 
004 at 0<- 0o001 
CO at D< (maximum) 
U) 4 at 0(+ OoOOl 
















(0„ 3788068 )C0„ 














Point of inflection data: 
tern Crank range RCl Crank range RC2 
o< 3u1980717 7.2711886 
P 1„3465113 L4234790 




C^4 at CX- 0 .001 - (lu009515l)O)2 (0„ 407 6617 )UX> 
u)4 at C* (maximum) - (lo009518l)(J02 (0U4076618)C02 
^ 4 at 0< + 0, ,001 - (lo009515l)O)2 (Oo 407 6617 )0Q2 
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Point of inflection data 
Item Crank range RCl Crank range RC2 
C* 3o7752046 7o3581208 
$ 0,9701496 0„8620423 
XN 0.3677770 0.5036746 
YN 0o3807356 Oo 4903026 
004 at <X- 0,001 - (0o4l27342)002 (0.4280565 }U>2 
0)4 at D< (maximum) - (0o4127345)U) 
2 
(Oc4280567)U)2 
^ at <X + 0.001 - (0e4l27342)U)_ (0„4280564)Q)9 

















l o 0 4 9 6 7 1 8 
P o i n t of i n f l e c t i o n d a t a 
I t em 
YN 
a t 0(- 0 . 0 0 1 
CO, a t CX (maximum) 
0 ) 4 a t 0 ( + OoOOl 
Crank r a n g e RC1 
3 .0173042 
L 0 6 3 8 8 2 0 
Oo4726987 
0 . 4 9 7 8 1 2 - 7 
- ( l o 0 5 4 6 9 5 5 ) O ) 2 
- ( l o 0 5 4 6 9 9 0 ) 0 ^ 2 
- ( 1 . 0 5 4 6 9 5 5 ) 0 ) 






(0.3509 621 )OJ2 
(0.3509620)U)0 
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